
AMASENDA
VOICE OF AMERIKUA FROM THE AMAZON-ANDES

Bulletin #11 of the Movement for the American Indigenous Solar cultures
(M.A.I.S.)

Dear Spiritual Friends, ¡PASH…   ¡IN LAK´EH…!

Happy Year 74 of the Age of the Celestial Water bearer!

May the transit through Pisces by its ruler Neptune, by Venus in exaltation, and by alchemical
Mercury, contribute to establishing in the lives of peoples and beings, the new spirituality with a cosmic
vision, and in harmony with Nature and its Mysteries. May the transit through Aquarius by Saturn, its
co-regent, and by Jupiter the power, contribute to implant in the life of the peoples and of the beings, the
sacred wisdom, in harmony with the universal Laws. It is the opportune moment in this standstill of the
industrial civilization, the last phase of the transition between the two Eras, from the past to the present, to
the future, from mechanization to the neo-spiritual humanism.

The new generations, that are free of commitments to the past, are being born with the Aquarian
spirit in their being. Many are elevated reincarnations of beings that return to place themselves at the front of
the events of the peoples, and to guide them to the “Promised Land”, the Era of Aquarius. The forces of
darkness will not be able to prevent the return of those illuminated souls, even if they promote abortions,
addictions, like they could two thousand years ago. It is a Divine Mandate, that is fulfilled through the cosmic
imperative expressed in the Book of the Heavens, the Zodiac, through the planetary positions from the 27th

degree in Capricorn, the 18th of January, date of birth of the Avatar, the Envoy from on High, now in the
second stage of his mission.

The vision of the imminent renovation of society is reaching the leaders, thinkers, and researchers
all over the world. The presence and action of the invisible virus, provokes in the thinking minds, the
recognition that it is impossible to turn back, to the old ways, which wasn’t able to solve so many disfunctions
that affect the peoples and persons throughout the centuries, and nature itself… The progress of knowledge
gives new tools and ideas that facilitate the changes in the way of thinking and living. There are still those
who are manipulated by publicity, the media, fashion, appearances, events that they can’t understand; the
daily routine takes them through the same process instead of thinking and acting by their own criteria.

We are at the doors of the firm implantation of the postulates of the Era of Aquarius in society, as
was presented by the Maestre Avatar S.R.F.  As His disciples, we must meet the standard of this responsibility
that the privilege of participating in the sacred circle of High Initiation demands. I will later send instructions
to the Members with a Dignity and to the Nuclei of the Order, for the new Initiatic focus that will correspond
to the second cycle of the precessional Era.

PASH…   AL LAK´EN…

Your brother in service , D. Días Porta

From the Andes, South Amerikua, at 1º of the month of the Ram, year 74 in Aquarius

THE FAITH TO OVERCOME. I am sure to win because I seek the true perfection. Because I am continually on the
same path, without letting myself be discouraged or diverted by obstacles, regrets, oppositions, or delays.
Because my ideas are not selfishly personal; they reflect the vital law of universal evolution, which wants each
cell to concur, collaborate, exchange, help each other, with the Unity that is the ALL.



Any cell or colony of cells that claim to live for their own purpose, must be removed and destroyed.
The cancer is more easily suppressed at its source, before it devours the healthy cells, according to the Law.

TO WIN is to understand the Law and carry it out. It is knowing the obstacles and what is opposed to
the progress of the majority of people because of their ignorance, their abandonment, their excessive
distractions, which make them dissipate and waste their energy, taking their attention towards the external
things that impress their material senses, and they do not have time to concentrate, to listen to the inner voice
of Wisdom, of Consciousness, of the Divine Echo that only resounds in the silence and the inactivity of the
animal senses ... ”(From 'The White Book' , chapter 'The Great Work', by M.S Maestre S.R de la Ferriére).

“… Until now the Truth has appeared clean before our eyes, but we have been told that this is not
the Truth, that it is behind it, and that, although we try to reach it, we will never achieve it in this world. This
concept clashes with the Initiatic analysis, where the effect cannot be separated from its cause; thus, God
cannot be separated from His own Manifestation. The path of the INITIATE is precisely the gradual increased
understanding that there is no separateness between him and the GREAT ALL except in appearance. For
example, when we take any object and observe it, with our eyes we see its shape, color, dimensions, etc., but
reasoning immediately leads us to investigate God's way of acting in order to manifest himself before us in the
form of that object. Thus, we will no longer see it with the eyes of the face but with those of the mind,
according to the knowledge we have of the structure of matter. The mind and energy act in such a way that it
produces the matter of which the object of our study is made. This is how we can see invisible things; through
the real knowledge we have of them…. … We only need to know the keys, which are before us in the visible
laws of Nature. This is how the symbol expresses it: ‘As above, so below’. As the visible is, so is the
invisible…… ” (From‘ My Communiqués ’, by the Elder Brother Dr. J.M. Estrada, p. 228).

"The secret of change: focus your energy not on fighting the old, but on building the new." Socrates

“The average IQ of the world's population, which from the post-war period to the end of the 90s had
always increased, in the last twenty years is decreasing. It's the return of the Flynn effect. It seems that
the level of intelligence measured by the tests decreases in the most developed countries. Many may be
the causes of the phenomenon. One of them could be the impoverishment of language. Indeed, several
studies show the decrease in lexical knowledge and the impoverishment of the language: it is not only a
question of the reduction of the vocabulary used, but also of the linguistic subtleties that allow elaborating
and formulating complex thought. The gradual disappearance of verb tenses (subjunctive, imperfect,
compound forms of the future, past participle) gives rise to a thought almost always in the present, limited
to the moment: incapable of projections in time. The simplification of the tutorials, the disappearance of
capital letters, and punctuation are examples of “fatal blows” to the precision and variety of the
expression. An example: removing the word “miss” means giving up the aesthetics of a word, and also
involuntarily fostering the idea that there are no intermediate phases between a girl and a woman.

Fewer words and fewer conjugated verbs imply less capacity to express emotions and less
possibilities to elaborate a thought. Studies show that part of the violence in the public and private
spheres comes directly from the inability to describe emotions through words. Without words to build
reasoning, complex thinking becomes impossible. The poorer the language, the more thought disappears.
History is rich in examples and many books (Georges Orwell-1984; Ray Bradbury: Fahrenheit 451) have
told how totalitarian regimes have hampered thought, by reducing the number and meaning of words.
Without reflection there is no critical thinking. And there is no thought without words. How can a
hypothetical-deductive thought be constructed without a conditional? How can the future be considered
without a future conjugation? How is it possible to capture a storm, a succession of elements in time, be
they past or future, and their relative duration, without a language that distinguishes between what could
have been, what was, what is, what could be, and what will be, after what could have happened, really
happened? Parents and teachers, let's encourage children, and students to speak, read and write. Teach
and practice the language in its most different forms. Even if it seems complicated; especially if it is
complicated. Because in that effort is freedom. Those who affirm the need to simplify spelling, to discount



the language of its “errors”, abolish genres, times, nuances, everything that creates complexity, are
architects of the impoverishment of the human mind. There is no freedom without necessity. There is no
beauty without the thought of beauty." Christophe Clavé

SOMETHING VERY BAD IS HAPPENING ANDWE DON'T NOTICE IT ... The youngest may not know, but anyone who
is a senior remembers very well that until just over 20 years ago any car trip meant a windshield covered in insects
crushed by the impact. Today this no longer happens in the same way. It can seem cool to travel with a clean
windshield. But doesn't that tell you anything? Where did the insects go? Scientists associate the dramatic decline
in insect populations with agribusiness, due to the destruction of natural habitats and the application of
pesticides. The decline of insects, in addition to being a tragedy in itself, affects all earthly ecosystems, such as the
diet of birds, reptiles and amphibians, and the pollination of plants, etc. The collapse of insect populations may
herald the collapse of earthly ecosystems. Dagoberto Espinoza.

Ikigai (生 き甲斐 ikiɡai?) Is a Japanese concept that means "the reason for living" or "the reason for being."
Everyone, according to Japanese culture, has an ikigai. Finding it requires a deep and often prolonged search
in oneself. This search is considered of great importance, since it is believed that the discovery of the ikigai
itself brings satisfaction and meaning to life.1 The term ikigai is made up of two Japanese words: iki (生き?),
Which refers to life; and kai (甲斐?), of which rendaku gives rise to gai and roughly means "the realization of
what one hopes and desires."

In Okinawan culture, ikigai is conceived as "a reason to get up in the morning"; that is, a reason to enjoy life. In
a TED talk, around the 10-minute mark, Dan Buettner suggested that ikigai was one of the reasons the people
of Okinawa lived such a long life.2

The word ikigai is generally used to indicate the source of one's life value, or the things that make life
worthwhile. Second, the word is used to refer to the mental and spiritual circumstances in which people feel
that their lives are valuable. It is not necessarily linked to the personal economic situation, or the current state
of society. Even if a person feels that the present is bleak, but has a goal in mind, he can feel ikigai. The
behaviors that make us feel ikigai are not actions that we are forced to carry out, but natural and spontaneous
actions.

In the article entitled Ikigai - jibun no kanosei, kaikasaseru katei (?) ("Ikigai: the process of allowing one's own
possibilities to flourish") Kobayashi Tsukasa writes that "people can feel the authentic ikigai only when, on the
basis of personal maturity, from the satisfaction of various desires, from love and happiness, he meets others
with a sense of the value of life, which moves towards self-realization ».13

IKIGAI, EJERCICIOS PRACTICOS:
https://www.grupoblc.com/el-metodo-ikigai-ejercicios-practicos-para-encontrar-tu-bienestar/

IKIGAI, IDEA DE LA FELICIDAD EN JAPON
https://www.psicologia-online.com/ikigai-significado-y-como-aplicar-este-metodo-japones-de-felicidad-455
0.html

SIMBOLISMO Y ASTRONOMIA EN LA COSMOVISION MAYA
file:///Users/domingodiasporta/Documents/Sprajc_Ivan_1996_Venus_lluvia_y_maiz_Sim.pdf

¿QUE PASA EN LA MENTE DE UN PROCRASTINADOR? https://youtu.be/PG6oFK0a1NA 

COMO VENDER LA PROCRASTINACION. No dejes para mañana lo que debes hacer hoy:
https://youtu.be/mliXrp7iZj8

PAGINA WEB: https://www.academiadelsaberancestral.com/

UNA JOVEN FISICA DE PARTICULAS VENEZOLANA https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/lobuenodevenezuela

https://www.grupoblc.com/el-metodo-ikigai-ejercicios-practicos-para-encontrar-tu-bienestar/
https://www.psicologia-online.com/ikigai-significado-y-como-aplicar-este-metodo-japones-de-felicidad-4550.html
https://www.psicologia-online.com/ikigai-significado-y-como-aplicar-este-metodo-japones-de-felicidad-4550.html
https://youtu.be/PG6oFK0a1NA
https://youtu.be/mliXrp7iZj8
https://www.academiadelsaberancestral.com/
https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/lobuenodevenezuela


NIÑA VENEZOLANA CONQUISTA AL MUNDO
https://hispanopost.com/mandy-corrente-la-nina-que-conquista-al-mundo/

https://hispanopost.com/mandy-corrente-la-nina-que-conquista-al-mundo/

